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disco bass funk is a music genre that originated in african-american communities in the mid-1960s when
african-american musicians created a rhythmic, danceable new form of music through a mixture of soul music,
jazz, and rhythm and blues (r&b). funk - wikipedia 70s funk disco bass boogie (sometimes called post ... funk
& soul bass - dodgebass - transcribed by ian 'dodge' paterson, 2011. check dodgebass for more funk, soul,
blues & jazz transcriptions. thanks to william for corrections. for educational and personal use only - not to be
sold but please share! if you find it useful why not give a small donation to a charity of your choice? the rise
of disco - amazon s3 - the rise of disco in the 1970s had an enormous cultural impact on the american
audience. it was the music they heard on the radio, the music they danced to. it affected fashion. it affected
club culture. it even affected film. disco’s roots were multiple. it had connections to r&b and funk, but it was
also born out of the urban super '70s: cars of the disco decade - super '70s: cars of the disco decade
patrick r foster super '70s%3a cars of the disco decade pricecheck south africa amazon - buy super '70s: cars
of the disco decade book online at best prices in india on amazon. read super '70s: cars of the disco decade
book€ super rap & hip-hop start key key “songs” styles /albums key ... - built on disco and funk sounds
from the end of the ‘70s, both “electronica” (detroit) and “house” (chicago) club music built on the heavy beat
of the late ‘70s; house stripped disco and funk down to the bare beat and sparse melody, while electronica
layered complex synthesized soundscapes over a heavy beat. review of sounds of the 70s from computer
music magazine (uk). - sounds of the 70s comprises 41 soul, funk, disco and punk (but mostly soul and funk)
construction kits. nine toolkits of purely single-shot sounds are also included. each loop is featured as a full
mix, with variations, and as individual parts. you can tweak dance fever at sea! - ultimatediscocruise - the
disco sound merged funk, pop, and soul music. it was musical ... away as we hustle back to the late ’70s and
relive everything that made the disco era such a special time in our lives. 5 nights of dance fever at sea! enjoy
over 40 live performances by disco’s legends including kc and the sunshine band, kool & the gang, gloria ...
december disco fever! - ticketmaster - media release –thursday july 27, 2017 december disco fever! a day
on the green & indoor shows get set to put on your boogie shoes and party when disco legends kc & the
sunshine band, village people and sister sledge combine for a huge australian tour this december. disco fever
will hit a day on the green with five shows nationally, plus in conjunction with frontier melbourne cbd & city
fringe - more 7”s than you can poke your thumb through. more 12’s than a disco record pool… of course,
more lps than ahhh, a person with a whole lot of records… soul, rock, jazz, afro, latin, disco, boogie, punk, hip
hop, r&b, rocksteady, ska, reggae, funk & twice as much as you thought. ictoria st peel st oll st peel st queen
st elizabeth st qvm
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